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Nixon outlines reforms for draft
WASHINGTON (AP)- President
Nixon asked Congress today to
set up i random, lottery system for
the military draft..
Nixon recommeded 19-year-olds
be subject to the first call but
that they remain vulnerable to the
draft for only one year rather
than seven as under the existing
system.
"It Is my conviction," Nixon
said In a message to Congress,
"that the disruptive Impact of the
military draft on in 1'virtual lives
should be minimized as much as
possible, consistent with the national security. For this reason
I am today asking the Congress
for authority to Implement Important draft reforms."
The President repeated his stand
that Ideally there should be an allvolunteer armed force for the nation.
He said he continued to
believe that this Ideal can be reached under more stable world conditions.
He added: "Under present conditions, however, some kind of

draft will be needed for the 1mmediate future. As long as that
Is the case, we must do everything we can to limit the dlsrupm

by changing from an oldest-first
to a youngest-first order of call
so a young man would become
less rather than more vulnerable

Ode to grass
is

/ sow a patch of grass today.
A rarity indeed,
For students love to trample it
As though it were a weed.
I also saw construction crews
Dig up a grassless place,
And lust after more tender blades
In n'er relenting chase.

Wyott urges
restrictions
on mergers
Speaking before Beta Alpha Psl,
business society, Dr. Arthur Wyatt
explained the problem >>f accounting for business combinations "is
not a new one," despite the boom
In business mergers since 1965.
Dr. Wyatt, of Arthur Anderson's
Accounting Firm, also showed
slides and presented details concerning his solution, "Research
Study #10." His lecture was entitled, "Accounting for Business
Combination and Goodwill."
He explained accountants are
currently trying to clean up the
conglomerate movement.
"The businessmen who are making these conglomerates are very
smart," he stated. "They're doing
what businessmen have always
done—using the rules to their own
advantage. If we as accountants
don't like it, we shouldn' t sit around
wringing our hands. We should
change the rules."
A graduate of the University of
Illinois, Dr. Wyatt believes Accoj.i'lng Research Study # 10, would
make accounting for combinations
more restrictive, and would hamper conglomerates and mergers.
Citing several examples of combinations, he noted ITT has acquired Sheraton Hotels, Avis RentA-Car, and Rayonler, Inc., and
RCA has acquired Hertz and Arnold Palmer, Inc.
Dr. Wyatt further explained one
of the accounting prblems encountered In this type of situation Is
that completely different results
of the transactions can be reported for the company being acquired.
"I know it's very easy to criticize someone else's solutions,"
he concluded. "I only ask those
who criticize mine to lay their
own conclusions on the line so
that I may criticize theirs. Then
we may be on the way to solving
some of these problems."

tlon caused by the system and to
m?Jte It as fair as possible."
The chief executive offered a
slx-polnt recommendation, topped

They aimed to build more walkways
To soothe the lazy crowd
Of shuffle-footed custard heads
Not using walks around.
If present trends prevail
AtgoodoldB.G.U.,
Perhaps we'll see the sad demise
Of trees and squirrels too.
One thing for sure at any rate —
(I'll share the sad lament:)
The campus here at Bowling Green
Will soon be all cement.
■-Brian Freeburne

-Photo by Gregg Daniels

to selection as he grows older.
TM random system-a lotterywould be applied to all those who
are vulnerable during a given year
rather than to those whose birthdays fall at certain times of the
year or month.
A young man normally would
enter the stage of maxlum vulnerability during his 19th year and
leave It during his 20th year.
Undergraduate students would
continue to be deferred and then
year of maximum vulnerability
would begin with the expiration
of the deferment.
Graduate students would be allowed to complete the full academic year during which they were
ordered up for induction, rather
than just one term.
The National Security Council
and the Selective Service director
are being directed to review the
whole policy of deferments and exemptions and give the President
their findings and recommsndatlons.
Nixon said the random draft
plan would be established nationally but be applied locally by each
draft board to meet Its local quota.
Summing up, Nixon told Congress:
I believe these reforms are essential. I hope they can be Implemented quickly."
The President had gone over
high points of his message with
Republican congressional leaders
earlier In tin day. One of them,
House Leader Gerald R. Ford of
Michigan, said he thought the prospects of congressional approval
were good.
The President said that ultimately the draft should be abolished.
Only In 1948 , he said, did a peacetime draft become a relatively
permanent fact of life for the nation,
and now a full gene ration has grown
up andtr a system of compulsory
military service.
Nixon set out the mechanics of
his draft plan In considerable detail.
He said the government plans to
designate a "prime age group"
every year. This would provide
a different pool of persons eligible for the draft for each consecutive 12-month period. This
period would be called a Selective
Service year, since it would not
necessarily start Jan. 1.
The prime age group for any
(Continued on Page 5)

Evans seeks retrial in fight for life
CLEVELAND, Ohio (AP) - Attorneys for Fred "Ahmed" Evans
filed a motion for a new trial
yesterday, charging tint the Jury
which convicted the Black NatlonaT
list leader Monday on seven murder counts was tampered with.
Lawyer Stanley TolUver, one of
two attorneys who defended Evans
during his seven-week trial In
Cuyahoga Couity Common Pleas
Court, said that Jurers had mysteriously been provided with a
copy of newspaper clippings aboj1.
old charges of professional misconduct on his part.
Tolliver also alleged In his
motion that Negroes had been se-

Flood-Tide now recognized
as official BG publication
By KEN BERZOF
Wire Editor
"Flood-Tide," the campus publication dedicated "to provide for
a forum for student opinion" Is now recognized by the University
as an official publication of Bowling Green.
The decision was made at the April meeting of the University
Publications Committee, headed by Dr. John Schuck, associate professor of psychology. (continued on ?a*e 4)

lectlvely excluded from the allwhite Jury which found hlmgulltyof
killing three white policemen and
one Negro civilian during racial
violence last July 23 In Cleveland's largely black Glenvllle area.
Jurors ununlmously ruled out
mercy In their verdict and Evans
was promptly sentenced to die
Sept. 22, In Ohio's electric chair.
He was rushed to the Ohio Penitentiary in Columbus immediately
after sentencing Monday.
TolUver had claimed after the
trial that the newspaper clippings
had somehow been submitted to
Jurors along with exhibits entered
as evidence In the trial.
The stories related to old
charges that TolUver took $2,000
of a client's money for his own
use. He was cleared of the charges
by the Ohio Supreme Court in
1966.
In his retrial motion, TolUver
also charged that the prosecution
made racist and inflammatory remarks during the trial, said the
court had abused Its discretion,
alleged that there were errors in
the court record and said that the
verdict was defective.

Evans was the first of five black
militants to come to trial on murder charges stemming from the
Glenvllle violence. Police contended that Evans led an armed
band of militants in an atta:k on

officers.
Evan' attorneys contended
throughout the trial that all four
victims In whose deaths Evans
was charged could have been shot
to death by police.

Ahmed Evan*
(By Howard Cleveland, from a photograph)
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ABM not the answer
It looks as though Congress will soon nuike the mistake of approving the deployment of the $6.6 billion \H\1 system.
There are countless reasons why it will he a mistake—ranging
from the strong arguments of prominent physicists on the complete
infiMsaliil itv of its technical anil tactical capabilities,to the cost,
initially high, which will inevitably climb higher and higher as the
Pentagon sees the need to strengthen the modified system.
i(nt the biggest mistake Congress is making is believing thai the
installation of the missle System will not encourage a new spiralarms race.
We cannot delude ourselves into thinking that the Soviets will
not look at OUT AMM system as a necessity for improving their nuclear arms position. At the moment the I .S. and the I SSUarein
relative balance in nuclear capabilities and deterrents.
Of course, there is the persistent parroting of intelligence report! Calculated to strike fear into the hearts of Americans with
the information that the Soviets are moving to a first-strike c.ipalrt-

ility.
Considering that these reports be accepted without question,
which cannot really be clone in light of other conflicting intelligence reports, just where does thai pill the I ,S. in the arms race/
Arc we lo respond with further nuclear missle- deployment? To
which the Soviets will respond with more- becfing-up of their nuclear forces?
Ancl whal will follow that?
This is a peculiar stand for a nation claiming nuclear disarmament ancl de-escalation as its primary goal. It strikes one as inCOnsistent, to say the least.
Mill what of the Soviet threat if ihey gain nuclear superiority?
With disarmament, there will be no threat.
The Soviet Union is honestly interested in de-escalation of this
financial strangulation slowly bui surely lightening about its economy, as well as ours.
Now is the time for these two nations to work togclhcr—because
now the time is ripe for agreement. Al leasl it will be until the
Soviets see in the AHM deployment a need lo further escalate.
Both nations feel that a nuclear balance has to be maintained.
However, matching missile for missile can never be a heulthy
balance. Some kind of sure lid has to be placed on this potentially volatile situation.
And disarmament, not ABM's, is the only answer. An answer
our government seems to have forgotten about.

By TOM HINE
Editor
In that Never-Never, NO-NO
Land that Is 106 University Hill,
I take a last long final survey
of the office before collapsing over
the Royal typewriter at my desk.
It Is now, more than ever before, that I realize Just what the
BG News has been through In the
tumultuous year of 19S8-69. To
me, the paper has not been eight
sheets dally, four times weekly.
It has been more—pride, work,
excitement and Joy.
And today, viewing the shambles
we call "home" for the paper,
It rings quite clear Just who Is
to receive credit for all that we
have become this year. The BG
News, like any newspaper, Is more
than a few people In high ranking
positions; It Is sirely more than
Its edltot •
The BG News is Its staff. And
those making up the staff, I am
(besides lump-throated) supremely proud, eternally grateful.
Proud and grateful because of
people like:
JUDY EICHEK—Tno ever-trying, always smlling(wonder why?
She had no right to be happy with
a jo1) like hers) managing editor
who has operated above and beyond duty's call since September.
An honest woman, a beautiful girl.
LINDA HERBKERSMAN—She of
the quick wit, clever mind, Impish
grin. Court jester, bum.ir tester
and the best feature writer (shut
up, Wally) in the world. She's
worth having around Just for cutline contests.
JUDI WRIGHT—The wide -eyed,
Innocent blonde that I've known so

Missed the opportunity
By STEVEN FEY
Student Columnist
Very few people realize the
fact that a great opportunity has
befallen the Bowline Green student body. But the students can
hardly be blamed for no! Jumping at this chance, because the
opportunity Involves a confrontation with the administration, and
as everyone knows, the administration Is always predestined to
win. Except that in this case, It
Isn't.
The opportunity has appeared

In the form of the Ron Nye case
which has caused ( for Bowling
Green) a considerable stir among
stuients and faculty. What may
set this case off from any other
confrontations which may be recalled Is that this Is a clear case
of Illegality on the part of the
administration.
Poln'-by-polnt, the administration has assumed Mr. Nye's guilt,
failed to confront him with evidence arid charges against him,
and denied him a trial before sentencing. It may seem temntlnp to
II Mill
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compare this with the Rodgers
walk-in last quarter, but at that
time the administration had the
law on Its side. The Supreme
Court has ruled that persons disrupting a campus need not be
given due process before disciplinary action Is taken. This time,
however, no evidence has been
presented that Mr. Nye has ever
disrupted the campus In any manner. He Is being placed In double
Jeopardy for a civil crime, in further violation of the Bill of Rights.
This means that for once the
students have such a strong case
as to be undeniable.
It would be greatly to the advantage of the student body If Ron
Nye were to be found innocent. In
that event he could, with the proper backing, sue or threaten to
sue the University for Its actions.
Such a suit would not only gain
retribution for Mr. Nye, but It
would also legally end the University's 'In loco parentis' status. It could possibly gain some
sympathy for students among Dr.
Jerome's numerous publics.
But even If Ron Nye Is found
guilty after appeal the effort should
not be dropped. The Issue Is the
administration's right to suspend
the United States Constitution in
such manner as to deny the rights
of Individuals. The key to the
situation Is a concerned student
body which cares about Its selfrespect and liberty.
Of course, If the students don't
care about such thtnjs, there
should be no complaints In 'lie
future when other students are
suspended without cause. After
all, you can't fight It. Or can
you?

final Look
long but not at all. Easily the
most mischievous person on the
staff and we'll let everybody else
figure out what that means, huh
Jude? If I die she gets to write
my blography--no one else knows
me.
TIM CUI. EK-- The amazing
zinc-setter, for whom I am lost
for words. A fantastic sense of
humor and unflinching loyalty make
him a super friend. See you In
the back shop, or maybe Toronto.
BRUCE I.ARRICK—Mr. Rhetoric, and a man I'm glad to have
around If only to reassure myself
I'm not the only person stupid
enough to take on the editorship
of this paper. Look out, campus.
Thought you got rid of the radical editor, huh?
JIM MARINO—Woo taught me
that police can be peop'.e, and
perhaps even human. For two
years I've told everyone he's the
be.ii journalist on campus and
am now sorry he couldn't take
a top slot next year. Saying Jim
won't make It with newspapers Is
like saying Wilt Chamberlain won't
make it in basketball.
LEE STEPHENSON—The artslest of the Issue editors and my
favorite m isle critic. People tell
me my Job Is tough on the BG
News, but Lee had It rougherhe' s greek.
JAN JONES—She's worth having
around If only to add beauty, class,
etc., to the office. We all thought
she was greek , too, until we saw
her In Howard's once.
GARY DAVIS--A quiet and happy
sports man whom I respect more
than I probably let on. No one
has ever heard him say anything
bad about other people—except
maybe about News photographers,
but they aren't people anyway.
DAVE EGBERT, DENNY WHITE- Another sporting pair you
have to respect; the former because of those incredible leads
and the latter for having the guts
to wear a ROTC uniform Into the
office.

KEN BERZOF—Always half a
mile ahead of us. I think he's
wire editor, but he might write
sports and features. Or he might
own the paper.
Nobody knows.
PAUL COLLINS--The veteran
(of lots of things, that's what of)
with a leaning--like 179 degrees
worth—toward anarchism. I hereby dedicate every Issue of second
quarter to him.
JUDY HIRSCH—Has to be the
only grad assistant In the world
with tenure.
JIM SMITH-Qulet, hardworking, ambitious, reliable, and a
really tremendous guy. I don't
see how he could fit in with the
rest of a staff that Is noisy,
lazy, unambitious
RICH BERGEMAN--Had two strikes against him when he started
with us:
First, he was a bit
right wing (meaning not quite as
radical as Jerry Rubin); and second, Ralph Johnson likes him.
We love you anyway, Cheese .
HOWIE CLEVELAND—Who proved that greeks can be human,
though I'm still not convinced that
the reverse can be true. He's
the original King of the Hop.
LEE LARCOMB—A MILITARY
cat who knew stuff and POETRY
and things? We thought he was
kidding, and maybe he was. If
I was Major Terrana, I'd run
a security check on him.
FRED ZACKEL—Staff rascal,
campus kook, village Idiot. He's
all this and so much more, and
he's the one guy who will honestly give you the shirt off his
back.
DON WALLIS--Adviser, maybe. Tea:h°r, probably. Friend,
forever. He Invented freedom of
the press despite all the John Peter Zenger junk they've been ramming at me for four years.
TO ALL OF YOU AND TO
THOSE I'MLEAVINGOUT-thanks.
Think of me, once In a while, and
the BG News, occasionally.

Letters to the editor

Students need legal protection
To: President Jerome, Dr. Bond, Dean Whlttaker, and anyone else
In the Power Tower.
I agree with Nick Llcate. I coigratulate you on dividing the students
of this university into small groups, so apathetic they refuse to make
sure their rights are protected.
Thanks to this apathy and disunity, you can do Just about anything
you want to anyway you want. You have thrown a now Innocent man
out of school.
He may later be proven guilty, but It Is up to the
•cojris to decide the question of guilt and the penalty for It, not the
administration of Bowling Green.
When Rodgers had a peaceful demonstration, youjumpedon It harder
than many Institutions have Jumped on something like a building occupation.
You put 20 students on probation without any kind of a
hearing to determine If they were guilty of anything.
Now the Revised Code Is not being approved because it "could
hinder many of the operations of the personnel deans." You have
accused the Revised Code of being legallsltlc and inflexible. Perhaps
It Is, from the administration's viewpoint. One of the big objections
to the new code Is the right of the student to decide for himself whether
he will take a "counseling solution" or have his case decided by the
"appropriate judicial body."
But It seems to me that we need something that gives the choice
to ihe accused, not to the accuser. Tie right to a trial Is a basic
constitutional right, not a radical Idea Invented by some "hippy."
I'm surprised that Dr. Bond has not yet condemned the Constitution
of the United States as a legalistic and Inflexible document. It Is
about time students have some legal protection.
Under the Interim Code, I could be suspended by tomorrow. If
Dr. Bond were to go over to the police station and charge me with
assault I would have to raise bail and wait till my trial to clear
myself.
Meanwhile, the University would suspend me because letting a
student who Is charged with assault stay around Is not In the "best
Interests of the University." Of course this Is ridiculous, but under
the Interim Code, it could happen. I don't want my life controlled by
something as ridiculous is this.
A document so obviously tailored for administration control of
students Is unjust. I hope that a code protecting all the constitutional
rights of students Is passed before someone takes the University to
court.
Forced change Is never as good as change caused by thought and
discussion, but change Is coming. It Is Inevitable. With thought and
discussion Bowling Green can ivold the errors of schools like Columbia and San Francisco State. I hop9 you will reconsider many of
your decisions with more concern for students and for what is right.
John Ress
,
212 Rodgers
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Critics question performance

Controversy clouds ABM future
By JAN JONES
Issue Editor
The safeguard
antl-balllstlc
missile system has In the last
few weeks proved to be too Important an Issue to be left only
to the military and Joint Chiefs
of Staff. It has now become a
test of strength between the critics and backers of the system.
The system promises to be the
most complex weaponry ever devised, consisting of ln'rlcate, technical and strategic fmotions. But
this has not stopped the noimllltary opinions from being voiced—
and being heard.
The weight of the argument agalnst the system comes from the
commission headed by Sen. Edward
M Kennedy which this week concluded that the system proposed
by the Nixon administration cannot effectively perform the mis-

Business job
given Harris
Richard M. Harris, sophomore
In the College of Business Administration, has been named business
manager of the B-G News for the
1939-70 school year.
Harris Is now asslstan*. business manager of the News and has
also been a staff writer. He worked
for seven years on dally newspapers around his home town of
PIqua, Ohio. He Is a member of
Sigma Phi Epsllon fraternity and
Sigma Delta Chi professional
journalism fraternity.
Increasing total advertising revenue is Harris' miln objective.
He said this will allow the staff
to enlarge the paper, making more
room for coverage of campus events. He also plans to provide
more consumer Information to offcampus students In particular.
Harris will announce his staff
selections In the next two weeks.

slons suggested for it.
The commission, consisting of
Profs. Abram Chayes, of Harvard Law School, and Jeromo
Wlesner, George Rathjens, and
Steven Weinberg, of Massachussets Instltu'e of Technology, believes there Is no need for a decision to employ the ABM system
at this time.
Marking the first time In recent
years that a full-scale non-Pentagon study of a major weapons system has been published during congressional consideration of the
plan, the reasoning behind it is
based upon four main conclusions.
First, the panel believes the
system Is unlikely to perform
according to specifications In the
event of nuclear attack. Second,
the members say the system is
highly susceptible to penetration.
Tnlrd, Safeguard is not well adapted to perform the missions assigned to it by either the previous administration or the present one, and fourth, deployment
of Safeguard now would probably
start a new round In the inns
race which would seriously Impede the conclusion of an armscontrol agreement.
These
conclusions challenge
statements by Secretary of Defense Melvln R. Laird that the
Soviet Union has done more than
construct a missile system restricted to retaliation In case the
United States strikes first. Laird
said the Soviets have gone on to
build missiles that can only be
Intended to render the U.S. Incapable of responding to a Soviet
attack—which means they propose
to strike first.
The commission has further
questioned the ability of the ABM
system to fulfill Its main purpose, defending U.S. missile and
bomber bases. It cited MM great
weakness: If a radar Is knocked
out, all the associated intercep-

tor missiles would be useless,
and the ABM radars would be an
easy target.
A final criticism is that the ABM
system, like Johnson's Sentinel
system, is aimed at defending population centers against light attack.
And, critics contend, since Safeguard would defend only a part of
the U.S. deterrent, It Is uniecessary.
Even If many of the 1,054 U.S.
Intercontinental ballistic missiles
(ICBM's) were knocked out, the
U.S. would still have Its strategic
bomber force plus its 41 nu-leirpowered submarines.
But Laird and ABM backers have
their ownargumentdD'V.ipat. Laird
has reported that Soviets are also
developing their own equivalent
to Polaris. He said they are launching their own nuclear-powered attack submarines designed to track
down the U.S. subs wherever they
go, and thus might be able to
neutralize a key element of the
U. S. deterrent by 1972.
A report by Dr. WUlard F.
Hbby, former Atomic Energy
Commission member and Nobel

Prize-winning chemist; Dr. William J. Thaler, of Georgetown
University's physics department,
and retired Gen. Nathan F, Twining, former chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff says Safeguard may
well be the single most Important
step the U. S. can take toward lasting peace.
This report said there can be no
substitute for the maintenance of
U.S. strategic military superiority because unless we have enough
military strength to survive a
first strike and still strike back
declsevely, the risk of nuclear
war Increases.
The study rejected arguments
by ABVI opponents that the system
won't work. It said Safeguard will
work In the sense It Is Intended to
work, meaning that It will force
the enemy to greatly multiply its
arsenal with greatly sophisticated
missiles before It could possibly
attack.
Laird also maintained that Safeguard would not provoke the Soviets because It was purely defensive.
The question was posed as to

why the U.S. could not launch
ICBM's at an attacker's territory
as -apidly as It could fire ABM's
at Incoming missiles. Dr. John
Foster, the Pentagon's research
and engineering Chief, replied that
he would much rather the U.S.
had an option to "ride out" an
attack before It had to commit
Its missiles to lrrevocalbe retaliation.
Concerning the matter of national priorities, backers of ABM
believe the American people would
do well to consider the ultimate
worth of the system, which Is measured In the safety of millions and
the survival of the nation.
"Without survival," the report
said, "there will be no ghetto to
rehabilitate. If we surrender as
an Independent natloi to Soviet
nuclear blackmail, It will be Soviet 'welfare' programs we will
live under and not our own."
The debate is still at a peak,
and according to an Associated
Press poll In April, Congress is
having a hard time making a decision. TtM poll reported 44 Senators against

Congratulations

Applications Available

BARB
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Flood-Tide

WAYS OP WAR--Beetle John Lennon plays the role of Pvt. Uripweed in
the UCF Sponsored film ''How I Won the War."

UCF to present 'How I Won the War'
War Is hell, but It can be more
than Just hell. War can be a vaudeville show, full of satire, as shown
in the movie, "How I Won Hie
War," to be sponsored by the
UCF over the next three nights.
Starring Michael Crawford and
the Beatles' JohnLerann, the movie depicts war as an absurd and
asslnine game. Admission is $1
an! the film will be shown at 7
and 9:30 p.m. tonight and tomorrow In 105 Hanna Hall; and at
7 and 9:30 p.m. Friday at the
Crypt.
"How I Won the War," focuses
on a group of soldiers, lnclud-

lng Lennon, who under the direction of Lit, F,rnest Goodbody
(Crawford) are assigned to set
up a cricket line after capturing a German camp in North Africa. The objective? To create a
place for soldiers to play cricket after the war.
Lennon tries to convey the absurdity of war to his fellow soldiers when he says, "Sonv: people believe that a good reason
for fighting a war Is because we
had to fight It, but I couldn't. I
had to leave It to chumps like
you who don't have a reason."

(Continued from page 1)
Now that the magazine is recognized yj the University, "FloodTide" will be published on a regular basis. It has only appeared
on campus once, last November.
Being recognized, the magazine Is now assured of continuity.
The Publications Committee Is now responsible for the selection
of each year's staff, and a yearly review of the budget. Applications
for next year's staff are now being accepted. The positions will
be filled by the committee at the beginning of the fall quarter.
The magazine was founded by Gilbert Bean and Gary C. Rees,
both seniors in the College of Business Administration. Planning
for the magazine began In April of 1968, when the pair decided to
start a publication for students to speak out on anything they wished.
The first and only issue was published last November 8, when
6,000 copies of the 16-page magazine were distributed. Bean was
the editor, Rees, managing editor, and Richard J. Raeon became
associate editor.
The title, "Flood-Tide," was taken from a Walt Whitman poem.
The word Is supposed to be symbolic of the sea at Us flood, or
suggestive of the whlrpool of Ideas within a society. On that basis,
"Flood-Tide" was established. The magazine does feature an editorial page, but the rest of the magazine is composed of articles
submitted by either the staff or students and faculties, wishing to
express their opinion on a particular subject.
"Our main Interest Is to create an atmosphere outlet for criticism," Bean said. "Wa're not trying to keep on top of the news,
just provide a place for students to speak out."
"We want to try to show both sides of the picture," he added.
"I think students need a magazine In which to express their views,"
Rees said.
"What I'd like to see is "Flood-Tide" established on campus,"
he added.
"I think we need an established magazine for student
opinion."
"We've had a lot of favorable reaction," said Bean, and very little
bad criticism. We still get letters as to when the magazine Is going
to come out again."
Although one Issue was published last year, the time has been
spent organizing a staff and making plans for the future. Next year,
the magazine will be printed on a regular basis and other changes
will be made.
The magazine will be published once each quarter for the next
two years, and then will come out six times a year. The plans Include a continuance of printing 6,000 copies, but the magazine will
expan-l to 20 pages. The typographical style will be different as
well as the paper.
"We're going to switch to a glossy type of paper," Bean said,
"to give It the appearance of a real magazine."
Applications for next year's staff should be sent to either Bean
or Rees as soon as possible. Selections for the staff positions will
be made by the Publications Committee early in the fall.

Myles' Flowers
Phones: 352-2002— 353-2802
Corner of N. Main and Clay
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pFrom Associated Press

♦More about

Nixon draft reform
Compiled by Ken Berzofi

Dispute repair falls on China
TOKYO - Moscow radio said yesterday It Is now up to Communist
China if It wants to solve the border dlspu'e which exploded Into open
hostility In March.
The Japanese-language broadcast monitored In Tokyo said the Soviet
Union's proposals made March 29 and April 11 to settle the territorial
differences with Chinese Communists manifest a desire to adjust
the relations between the two countries.

Rioters clash in Malaysia
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia - Racial clashes erupted yesterday
between Chlnsse and Malay elements In this capital of 500,000 people,
as rioters put buildings to the torch and police reportedly gunned
down at least four M ilays.
The rioting was triggered by CblBIM refusal to take part In the new
Malaysian government.

(Continued from page 1)
Selective Service year would be
made up of thise who are 19 at
the start of the year.
Young
men with deferments or exemptions
would rejoin this group upon expiration of deferments or exemptions.
In the first year of operation
nobody would escape vulnerability
to the draft merely because of a
change from one system to another.
This would be assured by a system
under which all eligible mm from
19 to 26 who are not deferred or
exempt would go into the prime
age group.
Each Individual would have maximum vulnerability to the draft only
iu the year he Is In the prime group.
After that, normally during his 20th

year, he would move down progressively to less vulnerable categories while an entirely new set of
young men woj.'.d x coming up
Into the new prim* age group.
Nlxon said this would mean a
young man would receive an earlier, more decisive answer to his
question of where he stands with
the draft and this could plan his
life accordingly.
To assure that each peson In
a prlrnit age group would have the
same chance of appearing at the
top, middle or bottom of the draft
list Nlxon recommended this procedure:
Three months after the projected new draft law takes effect,
the first Selective Service year
would begin.
Before the start

s nationwide speech
pilots healthy for moon shot to feature new peace info
CAPE KENNEDY, Fla, - Doctors yesterday pronounced the Apollo
10 astronauts physically fit to fly around the moon next week.
Air Force Col. Thomas P. Stafford and Navy Cmdrs. John W. Young
and Eugene A. cernan underwent a rigorous four-hour examination
as the countdown proceeded smoothly toward a Sunday launching.
Apollo 10 Is to pave the way for a moon landing by two Apollo 11
astronauts In July.

Paul appeals to media
VATICAN CITY - Pope Paul VI appealed to communications media
yesterday to exclude accounts of "eroticism or violence, the defense
of divorce or antisocial attitudes among young people.
In a message marking the third world communications day, May
18, the Pope said, "The communicators must ... know and respect
the needs of the family. This presupposes at times much courage
on their part, and always a high sense of responsibility."

WASHINGTON (AP) - The White
House said yesterday that President Nixon's speech to the nation
on Vietnam peace prospects tonight will contain new material and
that Ami>assador Henry Cabot
Lodge Is returning from the Paris
peace talks for new instructions.
But White House officials cautioned against expecting an announcement of some breakthrough
toward peace.
Press secretary Roland L. Zlegler said the President will broidcast networks at 10 p.m. EOT
from the White House theater in
the east wing, for about 30 minutes.

Students try to unarm police
SPRINGFIELD - The administration committee of Wittenberg University is expected to act soon on a Student Senate request that all
campus security officers be disarmed immediately.
The action followed the fatal shooting on campus early Saturday
of a student by a security guard.
In addition to the Senate request there were several posters on
the campus Tuesday demanding that security guards be disarmed.

Rocky tours Guatemala
GUATEMALA CITY - Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller came here on a
3 1/2-hour fact-finding m.'.ssion for President Nlxon yesterday with
local newspapers blasting him for spending so little time In their country.
Flying in from Mexico, the New York chief executive hailed what
he called "the triumph of Guatamela.i democracy" in the face of leftist
guerrillas and urban terrorism.

ZBT Pledges
Say Congratulations
New Officers
Pres. ■

Don Scherzer

V.P. -

Allen H. Sandberg
Harvey Effron
Barry Brandman
Stu Friedman
Mark Bramson

Sec. Treas. Comp. •

Hist. -

News positions
I
1
I
1
I
I
I
1
1

Applications for positions on
the business staff of BG News
for next year are now Ijelng
accepted. Forms may be picked up in the News office, 106
University Hall.
Paid positions are available
In advertising on a comisslon
basis, and circulation. Posltlons will offer needed experlence to those in marketing, publications management,
public relations, and assocla:ed fields. You need not be
In journalism So apply.

Zlegler said Lodge will arrive
from Paris early this afternoon
and return there early tomorrow.
He said the ambassador was asked
to return to consult on "how to
proceed in the Paris talks In the
light of the President's speech.
Although Zlegler said the address will contain new material
he declined to say what or to say
whether Nixon was going to lay
dawn a new policy.
Nor would he say that the matter
of new Instructions for Lodge suggests some Initiative at the Paris
peace table.
State Department officials said
meanwhile that the administration
Is prepared to take any step toward
ending the Vietnam war short of
abandoning South Vietnam to the
military domination of the North.
The officials, who spoke to a
foreign policy briefing for nongovernmental organizations under
rules barring direct quotation by
name, declined to give advance
word on what Nlxon would say In
his speech.

Roger Drugs
• Fountain Sorrlco
• Photo Supplle*
• Cosnwtics

of each such year, the dates of
its 365 days would be placed in
a sequence by a random method.
Those spending the following year
In the draft pool would go into
the draft sequence in the same
order that their birthdays come
up on what the President called
"the scrambled calendar."
To illustrate, he said the scrambling might result in those
born on June 21 heading the list,
following by those born Jan. 12
and then by those born Oct. 23.
Every year a new random order
would be established for the following year's draft pool and those
sharing the same birthday would
be reshuffled further on the basis
of the firs' letter of their last
names.
But so there woa'.d be
no discriminating against those at
the front of the alphabet, Nlxon
said, the alphabet also would be
scrambled In a random in?nner.
At a briefing, administration officials told newmen the method
of selecting draft vulnerability
dates is not yet firm, but they
said It will probably be handled
somewhat like it was during World
War II, with dates drawn from a
fish bowl in Washington.
Local draft boards then would
be guided accordingly.
Present type of deferments would
remain In effect, including hardship, medical, college, vocational training and apprenticeship, an I
occupational reasons.

Paddy Murphy
After five consecutive days
of drinking and an unusual
course of events, Paddy Murphy, world famous drinking
champion and SAE alumni,
was found unconscious by the
campus security pot squad in
the 4th floor mop closet of
the Chi Omoga House.
Unable to speak and responding only with a glassy
stare, Paddy was removed to
Wood County Hospital after
being refused admittance to
the student medical center
because of the bottle of
Thunderblrd wine clutched
firmly in Ms paralyzed hand.
Consulting physician, Allen
Shellenberger, reported his
condition as critical.

CONGRATULATIONS..

And a job well done
to the outgoing officers.

Congratulations!!
BECKY
MAY QUEEN

TOMI

Linda Kossick

BEST DIRECTOR
r

Lil Fuzzies

Our 1969 Sweetheart
ALPHA EPSILON PI
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Howe places in top 25 pilots
Gary Howe, freshman In the College of Business Administration, was recognized as one of
the 25 pilots of the National Intercollegiate
Flying Association meet In St. Louis last week.
Thirteen members of the University's flying
Club flew to St. Louis In three Piper Cherokees to compete In the annual event held May
6-11.
Forty-one colleges and universities were represented In the competition held at Parks
School of Aviation. Competition was In poweroff landings, "bomb" drops, and power-on landloss. Much of the competition had to be can-

celled, though, because of bad matter conditions.
Stephanie Jordan'ik, sophomore In the College
of Liberal Arts, and a Flying Club member, was
chosen as an attendent to the Queen of the
annual meet.
The Flying Club hopes to attend the next NIFA
competition to be held next year In Montana.
Those Interested In becoming new members of
the Flying Club are welcome to attend any of
the meetings for more Information about the
club's activities.
■■■••■•••••••••ssissssssssssssssssje

'67 Austin Mealy 3000, Racing
ireen, low mileage, new tires,
perfect cond. Must be seen to be
appreciated. Heaaonably priced.
Mrs. Petti, 353-0512 or 823-4311

classifieds

•67 THI-!*II (Ire, 2 tops, radio
IK, cond. Price $1395. 354-1405.

Roommatea wanted for next year.
2-bedroom newly built Apts. CALL
Barb, room 340, txt. 3130, 31, or
32.

'64 Pon'lac Cat. convert. Completely rebuilt by lA ma)or, P.s.
P.H., like new—$950. 352-5877.

One bedroom furn. Oreenvlew ipt.
Available for summer ytr. 3549964.

1963 VW Bus 9-passenf.er-would
make a great ramper--excellent
cond. $975. 354-7343.

Summer sublease--l bedroom Apt.
Married or graduate
students.
Greenvlew. CALL 352-5926 after
5 p.m.

'61 C nev. Impala 2-dr. Hdt.,V-8
$450. 333-4965
1968 Yahama Trail Cycle, exc.
cond. I ow mileage.
e.
CALL AM
353-7189 after 3.

Wanted: Miture WoTitm--for Apt.
near University for 1st session of
summer school. 354-2941 after 5.
Kurn. Kff. Apt. available for lease
June 1. Phone. 352-5923.

PETTPS ALPINE VILLAGE
Your U.A.O. Director-At-Large
will be In the U.A.O. Office MonFrL from 10-11 a-m.

1 bdrm. Furn. Apt. to sublet for
summer. Will pay 1/2 of flrat
.
months rent—352-1685 eve.
2 bedroom, air cond. Apt. close
to campus. Available for summer.
LOST AND FOUND
354-7433 or 352-5810.

Paul and Jeff--We think you're the
greatest coaches! Alpha Delts.

' Houin.s for male students for Kail
and Sum cr, near campus. 3527365.

LOST: Black wallet-U. Hall area.
Contains all my I.D.'s. Please return to Gary, 341 Kodgers.

Will sublet two bedroom, furn.,
Greenvlew Apt. (air c ond. Optional) Summer. Call 352-7222.

LOST: One white Peters Jacket
at the tea at the Shack on Friday. Call Tim, Sigmac hiexL2401.

Wanted—Coed to do light housework and babysitting In exchange
for room and board. 69-70 school
year and/or summer '69. Car
needed. CAW 823-7555 after 5.
(not long distance).
Apt. to sublease for summer. Air
cond., 2 bedrooms, furnished., university courts. Offf, 352-7241.
Apt. needed for Summer.
352-2962 after 5.

Call

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
Hurry to the CANTERBURY. LASTWEEK
of present engagement.
"THE PRIMARY CO.XJ.XS." Don't
miss them. DANCING starts it
8:30 P.M.
"PETITi ALPINE VILLAGE
Miss America says:
GET HIGH FOR SATURDAY!
Need Furniture? Furniture for un-

tor the t0

D-CK WHITE.

PETTI'S AXPDIE VILLAGE.

Cttl O's wish the Tennis Team the
best of luck this week.

DIck--You're pretty nice. Thanks
for spoiling rut- -i at,i.
Rides available to Wheeling W. Va.
area and Points Sou'li. May 16 call
Bill 354-7554 after 8:30 REASONABLE.
The Spirit of Alphl sez congratulations Alpha Delts on your two
new trophies.
D.P. sea: Alp*ia Dells are the
oldest and the bestl Get high for
our Founders Day--May 15th!
Petunlabell: I love you! Precious.
Congratulations Liz and Tom on
your SAE pinning. Sue and Cheryl.
Aahley Choir congratulations from
(he To Me, from John.
John Warden: Thursday Is the big

say £Z
Drill
/eta's are high for the Sgm? Chi
Games on Saturday. Win D/'s!

John, I know and I care more than
anyone. Tlgfer.
The Betas would like to congratulate Jeff and Margie on their recent lavallerlng.

rh.'r.Ao??AtA"*"",M'TI,*Br0"
-'—'—'
Thinks CM o's for all your high
y
«;.^pS?,d-W'
"
Betty-Congratulations
on your
election to May ( ourt. love, Your
Golden Heart Sisters.
To my AGI) Sisters: Thanks for all
your help this weekea I. You were
Par^lpBal"marrr;haTrr.a"y
counts! i.ove, cwen.
The Flying Teapots of Delta Zeta
say THANKS to Mark and Brian.
Best Sigma Chi coaches ever!!!!!

America is coming!
Saturday. May 17.

MISS

PETTI'S ALPINE

viLLAGe.

From 6-7 pm wed. a, Thursday

tnia week only for your comments
on Die Johnny Mathls Concert.
E"i.223iAlpn. Oi'm. IN "Cam." » lor •
Derby Day Vlcl 1.7 Saturday.

:.--•--

Tr-.rmrrr ■

Chl O's say Backet the Rockets

Tennis Team.

ALPHA DELTS
ARE GR-R-R EAT
2nd Place Sigma Chi Derby Day
3rd Place May Sing
L & .
D.P.

Win
<©rttten5tttt
Progression
7.30 ON
LIVE BAND

Jud*ed and casn

awardswere

e'ven

P works In the show. The
University Alumni Association do-

campus
calendar
FEE UNIVERSITY/UCF
meet at 7
P-"1' t0n,eht
In the second floor lounge of
Harshman A. A discussion on
»«e c°urs* °f "The Religions
of Man" will be held.
W,U

Will
In the

FRlrwrH ri tin
h KL NC H CLUB
meet at 7 p.m. tonight
Taft Room Of the Ull'on.

COM MUTER ORGANIZATION
will meet at 4 p.m
Thursday In the Commuter Cen'.er of
Mnselev Hall
""Oseiey Hail.

INKSTONE
"Inks'one", campus literary
.
.,', ,
...
quarterly will be on sale today
through May 17. Weather permlttlng, It will be sold out doors
In case of
near Williams Hall.

.
,.
«__ .
. ,
..
.«
rain, It Will be sold On the first
floor of University Hall from 11
*-m-

t0 5

P'"1-

DEPARTMENT
OF ECONOMICS
„.,., _„„_. _ „„„.„._ ». o

"1" present a seminar at 3
p.m. today In 114 Education Building. Dr. Ray Marshall, Chairman of the Department of Economics at the University of Kentucky, will discuss his recent
research entitled "Negro Em-ploymeV Patterns: Some South,
Non-South Comparisons."

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
Will sponsor a luncheon at noon
In the White Dogwood Room of
the Union. Dr. Marshall will
discuss the topic "The Economics of Black Capitalism."
At 7:30 p.m. Dr. Marshall will
give a second lecture In the Alumni Room.

CONGRATULATIONS SISTERS!

Night

entries will be on sale.

ITTO^CPLTOTVXD'SM
a-"as—V"""".
The Flying Teapots

( ongratulatlois and much thanks
Nancy and Debby for your great
jobs on May Sing and Derby Day!
L t I. Diddle Pooze.

The 18th annual Undergraduate
Student Art Exhibition Is now underway In the Fine Arts Building.
It will continue through Tnursday, May 29.
The show Includes ceramics,
two and three dimensional designs,
drawings, glasswork, metalwork,
oils, prints, sculptures, watercolors, and weaving. Many of the
Prior to the opening of the exhlbltlon last SUTJI/ entries were

Thanks to everyone who helped me
with my campaign; most of all.
Thanks to everyone who voted!!
Wes.
John—Congrats on DTD outstanding Freshman. Little Ken.

undergrads featured

WANTED: WAITERS AND BAR-

furnished Apt. for Sale. Call 352S865.

"61 Impala Convertible, new Auto\"""
"~W~.
""."""
fall after 1 isi ' 2 bedroom Apt. for aummtr. F urn.
TranB. V'
* extras. CALL 351-8832.
9531.
FUH RENT

*fla«HW'M,»*»'

Art show underway,
nated more than $700 as cash awards.
First place winners and their
divisions were Tom Ciocia, ceramics; Bob Craywood, three-dimensional design; Karen Barr, metalwork; Gayle Grow, sculpture;
Doug Schlegel, two dimensional
design; Bonnie Danford, drawing;
Betsi Brandfast, oils; Kerry Jarvis, prints; Ed Rlhacek, watercolor; and Gayle Cudy, weaving.
Approximately one-third of the
entries offered for sale have already been sold, according to Ronald Coleman, assistant professor
of art. Almost half of the entries
have been sold In previous exhibitions.
He said that a smaller actual
number of entries will be sold this
year because fewer students are
offering their works for sale.
Prices range from unler $10 for
Jewelry up to $100forwatercolors.
The Fine Arts Gallery will be
open from 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Monday
through Friday, and from 2-5 p.m.,
Saturday and Sunday.

Lor rick selects
next year's staff;
begins next week
Editor Bruce Larrick announced
the staff positions for 1969-70
BG News yesterday. Those named
to positions ware:
Lee Stephenson, managing editor; Gary Davis, sports editor;
Rich Bergeman, editorial editor;
Larry Nlghswander, photo editor;
Ken Berzof, copy editor; Jim Marino, assistant managing editor;
Jan Jones, Jim Smith, Daneene
Fry, Barbara Jacola, and Sue Purcell, Issue editors; Tom Tressler,
literary editor; and Bill llronek,
Sue McCullough, and Steven Blanket, staff reporters.
The new staff will take over
News operations on May 20.

Creative works
being accepted
Submissions are now being
accepted for the June Literary
Supplement. Creative works
may be mailed to Lee Larcomb BG News Office, 106
University Hall, or left with
the BG News secretary.
■:■:':■■:'.':':'■ :'.■:'■':':•':':':''•:■:■:• ■•■■■■■■:■:■:■•■::::

ANOTHER
^OUTSTANDING
WEEK-END FOR DG
TO REMEMBER
May Court -

Sophomore Attendant
Carol Compte
Junior Attendant
Barb Floutz
Mortar Board- Mori Beth Senbach
Kathy Wintering
Sigma Chi Derby Day Parade - 1st place
May Sing - 1st place

WE'RE NO. 1
Kappa Kappa Psi

JAZZ HAPPENING
FEATURING:
BGU Jazz Lab Band
& Wendell Jones
Quartet
Sunday, May 18
8:15 Grand Ballroom $1.00

:
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Falcons squelched in ninth, 5-4

BITING THE DUST-A Detroit runner gets his nose in the dirt
as he dives back to first. Russ Hagerty had just snared a liner
in right and was attempting to double the runner with his throw to
[first baseman Jim Barry. (Photo by Gregg Daniels)

Goffers fake 4th at Ashland
Bowling Green took another step
toward making 1969 a respectable
' season Instead of a nightmare
when they beat out three teams to
take fourth place In the rain-shortened Ashland Invitational golf
tournament last weekend.
The Falcons were only four
strokes behind pace-setting Ohio
University, and 16 ahead of Toledo when Friday's action was
halted and wiped from the records due to a torrent of nail.
This forced transformation of the
tournament Into an 18-hole affair
instead of the 36 originally scheduled.
Toledo took the lead early In
Saturday's play and kept up a hot
pace to finish with 396 strokes
to win the abbreviated tournament.
Ohio University stayed close to

Track Meet canceled
The triangular track meet at
Oxford was rained out Saturday,
but not before milers Sid Sink
and Dave Wottle, and hammer
thrower Dan Lltzlnger set new
Bowling Green records.
Sink crossed the finish line
in stride with freshman teammate
Wottle in the record-breaking
time of 4:10.7 on Miami's soggy
track. Lltzlnger was a winner
in the hammer throw for the
second week in a row with a
heave of 164'2", breaking his
ov/n BG record by one foot.
The only other events completed before the cancellation of
the meet against Western Michigan and Miami were the steeplechase , the 440 yard relay, the
high hurdles, and the 440 yard
dash.

Toledo all the way bu' missed by
three strokes, finishing second at
399. Akron finished third with 405
strokes. Bowling Green was next
with 410 and host Ashland was
fifth with 415.
Falcon star Tom Bohardt shot
a 75 which earned him co-medal lst honors with Toledo's Pat Mooney. Coach Forrest Creason termed
the play of his nist esteemed pupil
Bohardt, "A tremendous score for
that type of weather."

By DWiD EGBERT
Assistant Sports Kdltor
They say the ball game Is never
over until the last man's out.
Ask the old Philadelphia Athletics. The A's once scored 13 runs
In the last half of the ninth to win
a thriller, 17-15, over the Cleveland Indians.
Ask Bobby Thompson), who put
the 1951 Giants into the World
Series with a three-run homer In
the last fram- of the final playoff game against the Dodgers.
Ask Falcon Coach Dick Young,
who saw his team storm back from
a 5-2 deficit with two outs and nobody on in the ninth to come as
close to winning as pine tar Is to
a bat handle.
"Tne kids really fought back,"
said You rig, after yesterday's disappointing 5-4 setback to Detroit
at Stellar Field. "They were In
the game to the end."
"In the game to the end" is right,
but the final frame started out with
no damage at all. The Titans
seemed as sure of winning as they
were th.i! second base wasn't going
to run away, but not for long.
Jim Barry beat out a little chopper to the left of the pitcher's
mound as the Titan second sacker
tried desperately to make the play
with his bare hand.Catcher Bruce
Hasor then strolled to the plate
and after dropping a hard shot to
left, a play that the leftfielder
made a diving attempt on, the small
crowd began to sense a rally.
Then a chunky lefthanded pinch
hitter made the trek from the dugout.
And as was the case with a legendary swatter for the old Mudville nine, "There was ease in
Platzer's manner as he strolled up
to the plate."
That was as far as the resemblance with the mighty Casey went,
because Platzer's timely double
down the line In right did more than
shatter air.

Frosh lacrossers win first match
with 7-4 victory against Denison
GRANVILLE, Ohio—The freshman lacrosse team enjoyed more
success against Denison th.in 'heir
varsity counterparts, bouncing the
Big lied Junior varsity 7-4.
It was the first win of the season for the freshmen and It evens
their record at 1-1 after an opening 12-6 loss to Oberlin. Bowling
Green rolled to a 4-0 lead before
the host stickers broke the ice.
The Falcons were quick to score,
tossing in the lead goal after a
minute's play, after controlling
the opening faceoff.
Bob Hoffman led the scoring
for the Falcons with a five-goal
barrage, while both Mark Clark
and Barry Brandman added single goals. Clark managed a pair
of assists to run his point total
to three, while Jack Horney rounded out the point totals with an
assist.
'' Denison wasn' t that good,' * said
coach Jim Plaunt, "but we did make
Improvements over the Oberlin

Oa-zel

-NOW.
Thru Tue, May 29
Eve-at 7:25, 9:30- Sat. & Sun. Mat. - at 2:29, 5:10
"SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL SHERIFF"

2:20

SUPPORT u^
YOUR f "
LOCAL
SHERIFF

Beta
Pledgii
Say
Congrats
To:
Nancy Williams
Sweetheart

JAMES GARNER JOANHACKETT WALTER BRENNAN
SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL SHERIFF
UtlllSd AftWtl

New Beta

Debbie Davis
1969 Freshman
May Court Attendant
and also to : Chris and SueJeff and Margie ■ on their
Beta Lovol'ering
Go. H and Si"- ■ on th^'l Beta
Pinning
Dick o"d Sally
gogement

CHEROKEE PRODUCTIONS Preiertfi

HpS I- CIMKAl >.«»»c..^r$> COLOR by Deluxe

game in our talking and teamwork."
Falcon goalie Dick Schwab
turned back 20 shots In the Saturday game to preserve the victory.
The freshman Falcons have another game on tap for this Salurday
at 2 p.m. at home against Wooster. They are scheduled to close
out against Ohio Wesley an a week
later.

or their

en

Barry trotted in from third on
the safety and the Falcons had the
tying runs In scoring position.
Dependable John Knox then punched
the ball toward the hot corner and
only a good play by the third baseman kept the ball from getting down
the line. He was knocked off balance and recovered a split second
too late to throw Knox out.
What had started out as a routine inning, began to give the Titans second thoughts. It was like
seeing the final out on the wall
but upon attempting to put it In your
glove, It falls off.
With runners on first and third,
Knox was wisely Instructed to head
for second with the hope tha' the
UD backstop would peg the ball
toward
the bag while Platzer
charged in from third with the tying run.
But freshman Bill Fahey bluffed

and fired back to the pitcher.
Mel Karnehm then received an Intentional walk to load the bases
and Greg Miller, who delivered
a run-scoring single the inning before, set himself In the batter's
box.
Miller gave the ball a good poke
but straight toward the 410 marker
In center field. The wind took the
ball fairly deep but, as sure as the
ball didn't stick in a cloud, the
ball game was over.
Four hurlers, Bill Greln, Ron
Wellman, Jim I.elnlnger and Tom
Theis all saw duty in preparation
for this weekend's series with
Western Michigan; starter Greln
took ' the loss.
BG scored Its first run in the
fourth on a two-out homer to the
power alley In right by Huss Hagerty.

Rugby Club wins 2;
boosts record to 6-1
Challenged by mud and rain the Rugby Club defeated the University
of Waterloo (Canada) last weekend In two matches 26-5 and 11-5.
"We got off to a slow start, but picked ourselves up very well.
Our hard tackling was perhaps the deciding factor in the all out team
victory," team captain Al Bohl said.
The Warriors scored first but B3 tied It up when a loose scrum
00 '.he goal line carred Bill Stross Into the end zone. Jim Gerding,
handling the kicking chores of injured Hick Schneider, converted from
a wide angle kottlng the score at 5-5.
Bill O'Malley scored next after Pete Edy freed the ball from Warrior offense. O'Malley out-distanced two Waterloo defenlers to put
the Falcons on top 8-5 with his 3-polnt try.
First half scoring ended when Falcon scoring ace Butch Falk out
maneuvered Waterloo defenders raising the score to 11-5.
The Falcon's started the second half by diving deep Into Waterloo
territory. Mike Stark recovered a free ba'l In the end zone for another
BG three. Gerding converted upplng the Falcon lead to 16-5.
Stark scored again after taking the ball from a line out and driving
into the endzone. Gerding converted for another two.
The scoring ended after Falk sprinted the distance for his second
try of the game. Gerding converted and the final score read 26-5.
BG won the sevond game 11-5 against the Warrior second string.
Jim Smock hit the scoring column first for a three-point try.
Denny Karn followed with another three. I.arry Borgardlng converted for two to give Bowling Green an 8-0 half time advantage.
Wch Greenhut, a BG rugger playing for W.iterlook, opened scoring
in the second half for the Warriors. Dave Chrlstllaw converted
moving the score to 8-5.
Scoring concluded when Tim Doyle picked up a Warrior kick
blocked by teammate Tim Lowry. Doyle then raced for three to
give the baby Falcons a 11-5 victory.
The ruggers now boast a 8-1 A-team rcord and a 2-1 B-team slate.
They will carry these winning marks into a pair of home matches
with the Detroit Rugby Club this weekend on Sterling Farm.

BRAZIL

SUMMER STUDY IN

RIO

-

-EIGHT WEEKS
JULY-AUGUST 1969
-UNIVERSITY COURSES: Brazilian History, Govt,
Literature,Anthrop.Econ.Devel.Portuguese,etc
-FACULTY: Harvard, Columbia, M.I.T., N.Y.U.
-EXCURSIONS:Bahia, Brasilia, Sao Paulo, etc.
-WORKSHOPS: Cinema, Architecture, Music, Art
ENROLLMENT FEE includes:Air Passage,lodgings,
Tuition. Excursions,Workshops - $1220
WRITE INTERAMERICAN SUMMER STUDY ASSOC.
310 Madison Ave - New York 10017
APPLICATION CLOSING DATE: MAY 15, 1969
**

Congratulations To
New Officers Of

Zeta Beta Tau
«*»
President - Don Scherzer
Al Sandberg
Vice Pres.
Treasurer - Barry Brandman
Secretary - Harvey Effron
Comptroller ■ Stu Friedman
Historian - Mark Bramson
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Professor combines mathematics
with conventional entertainment
Customers come and go at the
Canterbury Inn. At various times,
the clientele has ranged from little
old ladles and children, to the regular troop of thirsty college students.
At least one patron of the "CI"
stands out In this blurr of humanity
by reason of his 5' 2" frame,
red beard, and the fact that he Is
a professor of mathematics. Dr.
Paul 0'Meara»s Idea of a good time
Is still on the conventional side,
despite his PhD. "I like to play
pool and drink beer," he remarked.
Bu1. Ms ability with mathemaUcs
seems to fall short of his needs at
the pool table. "I suppose that as
a mathematician I should be able
to see exactly how the ball should
be hit, but It doesn't seem to work
out that way," he said.
Dr. O'Meara, who Is In his third
year as a fa:ulty member at Bowling Green, entered the field of mathematics through the back door. "I
was rather poor In math as a student In high school and began college as a geophysics major," Dr.
U'Mttra said, "but as I progressed

I found that the math I was talcing
was more Interesting than geophysics so I changed my major when
I was a senior."
A native of Utah, Dr. O'Meara
came to Bowling Green after obtaining his doctorate at the University of Alberta. "I liked the atmosphere of the mathematics department here and I also liked the
salary offer," he remarked.
Dr. O'Meara Is presently engaged
In research In the area of mathematics known as topology. He noted
that his research was too complicated to explain In a few words,
but said It concerned "spaces of
functions". He has taught this aspect of mathematics at the graduate
level.
According to Dr. O'Meara
mathematics Is largely a selftaught subject. "The only thing a
math teacher can really do Is make
the student aware of the mathematics to be learned and try to
teach him by giving examples. I try
to say things In different ways with
the hope that one explanation will

get across to the student and help
him understand," he said.
Dr. O'Meara feels that people
with no more than a normal level
of intelligence can become good
at mathematics. "The primary
thing Is to be able to think In terms
of the abstract, and I feel that this
ability for abstract thought can be
developed in almost anyone," he
said.
If he were not a mathematics
professor, Dr. O'Meara said he
would be a surveyor, a Job at which
he worked before teaching. Why a
surveyor? "I like to be outside."
When asked If he meets any predJudice from people who may take
his beard as the symbol of a campus
radical. Dr. O'Meara replied, "I
haven't yet, though I admit I lead
a rather sheltered life."
As his
name suggests, Dr.
O'Meara is of Irish descent. Dr.
O'Meara Us el fishing as a hobby,
as well a an occasional trip to the
CI for a respite from quadratic
equations and chalk dust.

IN REPOSE-Dr. Paul A. O'Meara, professor of mathematics,
finds time for entertainment despite demanding research in the
area of topology, which involves "spaces of functions." His
favorite recreational pastimes include playing pool and drinking
beer.
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Dr. Paul A. O'Meara

Howard Hamilton: A concerned professor
"Today's students are the vanguard of the civil
rights movement."
This Is the contention of Dr. Howard Hamilton,
chairman of the political science department.
Dr. Hamilton added that this concern extends beyond the actual civil rights phase Into the realms
of poverty and political policies. He said that he
began to become concerned over 30 years ago.
On current military policies, Hamilton makes his
stand quite clear. "I'm strongly against the war
In Vietnam. I'm against any war, and this Is the
least defensible one In which the United States has
ever been involved."
"However, I don't approve of slandering public
officials, using exageratlon, gross Inaccuracies, or
anything In the nature of sabotage," he continued,
pointing to Jerry Rubin as an example of the latter.
Concerning campus disorders, Hamilton commented, "Student dissatisfactions with the University
are frequently valid, although the principal roots
often exist outside of the University or in the
general society."
"I don't think student disorder will occur here,
but I'd be foolish to say it couldn't," he asserted.
"We have a 'mine run' of students at Bowling
Green. It's not an elite school. Studies here are
almost a cross-section of northern Ohio."
"Thirty years ago, college students formed a
much smaller fraction of the population than today,"
Hamilton said. One consequence Is that there are.
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Dr. Howard Hamilton

more people at the University with less Intellectual Interest."
Hamilton noted a radical change in student government since his college days.
"When I attended Illinois State University,'* he said, "we
had a Mickey Mouse student government. No one
cared."
Turning to academic matters, Hamilton explained
that course evaluations are made by respective
academic guilds concerning course content an J the
presentation of a particular body of knowledge.
"The guild is more competent than anyone else
in dealing with Its respective body of knowledge."
he said. "We're not interested In winning popularity
contests. Certain aspects of education cannot be
made painless. It's very difficult to make some
courses Interesting."
"Bowling Green and many schools like It are
suffering from an 'identity crisis,' " said Hamilton.
"There are three types of universities. There's
the traditional liberal arts college, with a limited
arts curriculum geared to a select student body.
And there's the true university, which spends a great
deal of money on research and graduate Instruction.
Then there's the ex-teacher's college which has
beconvr a university in the sense of curriculum
diversity."
"Bowling Green is spending a great deal of Its
money on research and graduate instruction at the
expense of undergraduate education," he remarked.
"You achieve prestige In the academic world by
research and graduate instruction, not by teaching.
Conceivably, the University Is doing a poor Job of
both," he contended.
"Bowling Green Is, in effect, trying to keep up
with the Joneses. Perhaps the 'factory system'
with large classes cannot be prevented at a university'
of this type, but by trying to fulfill titles, the University Is extending such a system!"
Dr. Hamilton has taught at Bowling Green for
four years.

